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Welcome to Idioglossia 1 2017!!! We are just as excited as you are and we hope 
you enjoy reading, reflecting and debating on articles by our talented UNSW 
meddie peers! If you are interested in submitting an article/ written work for 
future publication please send them through to publications@medsoc.org.au! 
Another fantastic initiative we have seen take off is the Humans of UNSW 
Medicine Facebook Page! If you have something you would like to share (it 
doesn’t have to be medical!) please let us know as well! Massive thank you to all 
those who have already featured! <3 You’re all amazing! ! That being said, the 
Medsoc Publications Team is thrilled to bring you Idioglossia 1 2017!  
 
 Peace out and Get keen!  
<3 Medsoc Publications Team  
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If there was one way to summarise my main goal for this year, it is 
sustainability and enriching our young and budding meddies. This stems 
from the very own experience I’ve had with MedSoc, and I can say safely 
that this is the case for all the other meddies involved with our 
society in some way or other. Our pride and passion for enriching our 
students is our driving force. 
 
Both Nadine’s and my goals for this year have been more specific at 
streamlining and centralising information to everyone. We wanted to 
make sure that MedSoc is still relevant to every one of us – because 
ultimately, we are a society that is run by students, for the students. 
We were able to centralise subcommittee applications and ensure first 
year involvement in the life and blood of MedSoc! We also underwent a 
redesign of our society, through the logo and website (which is soon to 
be released!). 
 
In light of the recent media attention towards the significance of 
mental health in junior doctors and interns, and by extension, medical 
students, it is important to always look after yourself and stay 
connected with your family, friends, colleagues. Keep up with your 
hobbies, do what you enjoy doing, and learn what’s most important to 
you. More exposure on mental health is beneficial for us in recognising 
that we are all human, and that people should not feel afraid, in any 
sense, to consider speaking to others about how they feel. 
 
If you have any suggestions on how you would like some aspects of 
MedSoc to be improved, feel more than welcome to let us know. We are 
always welcome to opinions and ways to improve how we can deliver the 
best student life to YOU ! 
!

President: Eric Xu (IV) 
Vice-President: Nadine 
Kauley (IV) 
!

Semester 1: MEDSOC 
PRESIDENT’S Report!  
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SIG REPORTS 
PAEDSOC 
b) ( NGY HKKT YNGVOTM V ZU HK GT K IOZOTM KG LU GKJYUI GTJ K K UTR

P YZ MKZZOTM YZG ZKJ ANK TZ U ZU GKJYUI K KTZ MG K YUSK UL U QKKT YZ JKTZY

ZNK UVVU Z TOZ ZU LOTJ U Z GHU Z U YUIOKZ GTJ NGZ K RR HK JUOTM ZN U MNU Z

ZNK KG GTJ K YURJ YUSK HGQKJ MUUJOKY ZU ZNK V HROI& U LO YZ AKJJ KG

UYVOZGR GY G HOM Y IIKYY& DK K RUUQOTM LU G J ZU MUOTM UT YZ UTM OZN U

K KTZY ZNOY KG OZN U KG R 1 Z ZKY IUSOTM V K K MKZZOTM MKG KJ V

LU SU K MUUJ YZ LL ZU IUSK& EU IGT QKKV VJGZKJ UT GIKHUUQ LU GRR U L Z K

K KTZY

DERMSOC 
TZK KYZKJ OT LOTJOTM U Z NGZ OZ ZGQKY ZU HKIUSK G JK SGZURUMOYZ-‐‑‒ DGTZ ZU QTU

SU K GHU Z NGZ 1K SGZURUM NGY ZU ULLK -‐‑‒ B D 1K SGZURUM UIOKZ KRIUSKY

YZ JKTZY L US GRR KG Y ZU LOTJ U Z SU K GHU Z ZNK U RJ UL 1K SGZURUM GTJ RKG T

OSVU ZGTZ V UIKJ GR YQORRY GTJ IROTOIGR QTU RKJMK ZN U MN U KJ IGZOUT YKYYOUTY&

VIUSOTM K KTZY OTIR JK 02 GTJ 02 Z ZU OGRY GTJ SUIQ K GSOTGZOUTY GOSKJ

GZ KW OVVOTM YZ JKTZY OZN ZNK YQORRY ZU HKZZK JOLLK KTZOGZK GTJ SGTGMK OSVU ZGTZ

JK SGZURUMOIGR IUTJOZOUTY Y IN GY SKRGTUSG GTJ VYU OGYOY& . YUROJ M U TJOTM OT

1K SGZURUM OY OSVU ZGTZ LU GRR SKJOIGR V GIZOZOUTK Y& UZ UTR OY . YZ GROG ZNK YQOT

IGTIK IGVOZGR UL ZNK U RJ H Z G RG MK V UVU ZOUT UL MKTK GR V GIZOIK IUTY RZY KRGZK

ZU YQOT IUSVRGOTZY OZN SGT OTZK TGR VGZNURUMOKY SGTOLKYZOTM OZN I ZGTKU Y

YZOMSGZG& .Y SKJOIGR YZ JKTZY K NG K ROSOZKJ OT JKVZN K VUY K ZU ZNK LOKRJ UL

1K SGZURUM & B D 1K SGZURUM UIOKZ YKKQY ZU V U OJK G OROG JK SGZURUM

ZKGINOTM ZU ZNGZ V U OJKJ H ZNK I KTZ SKJOIGR IU YK GY K HKROK K KG R K VUY K

IGT L ZNK OTZK KYZ OZNOT ZNOY LOKRJ GTJ NKRV YZ JKTZY HKZZK V KVG K LU YVKIOGROYZ

Z GOTOTM OZN ZNK . YZ GROGT 0URRKMK UL 1K SGZURUM &
!
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PSYCHISOC 
B D Y INOGZ OI UIOKZ " Y INO UI GOSY ZU V USUZK ZNK JOYIOVROTK UL VY INOGZ

GY KRR GY IUSVRKSKTZ GTJ KTNGTIK ZNK IGSV Y HGYKJ VY INOGZ OI ZKGINOTM& DK

T K KTZY ZU NKRV YZ JKTZY JK KRUV OZGR YQORRY OT SKTZGR NKGRZN GTJ IU TYKRROTM

JKYZOMSGZOYK SKTZGR ORRTKYY GTJ TJK YZGTJ ZNK LOKRJ UL Y INOGZ &

DK GOS ZU NKRV YZ JKTZY RKG T GHU Z NG OTM G IG KK OT VY INOGZ GY KRR GY MKZ

NKRV OZN GYYKYYGHRK IUTZKTZ KRGZKJ ZU VY INOGZ Y IN GY IU TYKRROTM U QYNUVY

OZN SUIQ 02 YKYYOUTY&

DK K GR KGJ NGJ G Y IIKYYL R a TZ UJ IZOUT ZU Y INOGZ K KTZ NOIN NKRVKJ

YZ JKTZY RKG T GHU Z ZNK ROLK UL G Y INOGZ OYZ GTJ NGZ ZNK PUH OT UR KY&

Y INOGZ GTJ ?U TJY K KTZ ZNKT V U OJKJ GT UVVU Z TOZ LU YZ JKTZY ZU RKG T

GHU Z NU ZU GVV UGIN IUSSUT VY INOGZ OI V KYKTZGZOUTY GTJ YUSK UL ZNK

OTZK KYZOTM IGYKY G Y INOGZ OYZ JKGRY OZN&

BVIUSOTM K KTZY OTIR JK, G SKTZGR NKGRZN LO YZ GOJ U QYNUV GT OTLU SGZOUT

K KTOTM UT YVKIOGROYOTM OT VY INOGZ SKTZGR NKGRZN Z O OG TOMNZ SKTZGR NKGRZN GY

G SKJOIGR YZ JKTZ GTJ U SUIQ 02 K KTZ&

G K G RUUQ GZ U GIKHUUQ VGMK TGSKJ bB D Y INOGZ UIOKZ d LU TK

VJGZKY UT K KTZY GTJ UVVU Z TOZOKY OT KRGZOUT ZU VY INOGZ & DK GRYU VUYZ

KM RG R OZN OTZK KYZOTM G ZOIRKY GTJ KYKG IN KRGZKJ ZU SKTZGR NKGRZN&
!

OCULUSSOC  
ANK LO YZ NGRL UL ZNK KG NGY VGYYKJ OT G HROTQ J OTM NOIN I R Y UI NGY HKKT

H Y H OTMOTM K IOZOTM K KTZY ZU U LKRRU SKJJOKY& ANK KG YZG ZKJ ULL GZ

:KJIGSV NK K K SKZ ZNK L OKTJR QKKT K KJ L KYNK Y GTJ ZG MNZ ZNKS NU

ZU YK ZNK JO KIZ UVNZNGRSUYIUVK GTJ INGRRKTMKJ ZNKS ZU J G VOIZ KY NORK

KG OTM IGZG GIZ YOS RGZOTM MRGYYKY ZNGZ K K QOTJR RKTZ ZU Y H ZNK B D

KJ URRU Y UIOKZ & ANOY GY YUUT LURRU KJ H U OTG M GR DKRIUSK GIQ

OZN V ULOZY MUOTM ZU ZNK KJ URRU Y U TJGZOUT GTJ U LO YZ 0ROTOIGR

QORRY OMNZ QOTJR ZG MNZ H ZNK UVNZNGRSURUM IUTY RZGTZY GTJ KMOYZ G Y GZ ZNK

OTIK UL DGRKY UYVOZGR& T G LK KKQY ZOSK K ORR HK NURJOTM G GZN G Y

OTZU VNZNGRSURUM OMNZ LKGZ OTM YK K GR RKGJOTM UVNZNGRSURUMOYZY GTJ NG K

YK K GR SU K K IOZOTM K KTZY OT YZU K ZU IUSK c QKKV U K KY VKKRKJ
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O&GSOC 
) ( NGY HKKT GT K IOZOTM KG LU ! UI YU LG .Y VG Z UL U IUSSOZSKTZ

ZU KTMGMOTM YZ JKTZY UL GRR KG Y K NG K K VGTJKJ U K KI ZO K ZU OTIR JK

ZNK VUYOZOUT UL VNGYK ( KV KYKTZGZO K " KRIUSK ANO GYNG DGTTOG GININO DK

YZG ZKJ U H Y K KTZ IGRKTJG ZNOY KG OZN ZNK GTT GR VGZN G Y TOMNZ

NK K K NKG J L US G ?. F0 KV KYKTZGZO K UT GIIKYYOTM ZNK Z GOTOTM

V UM GS L US ZNK OTI KJOHRK :GZK TGR KZGR :KJOIOTK KRRU 1 & 0 ULZ GTJ ZNK

OTYVO OTM 1 & 8UIN G ?KV UJ IZO K 2TJUI OTURUM YVKIOGROYZ&

ANOY KG K NG K GRYU RG TINKJ ZNK NOMNR Y IIKYYL R ! GVV UKZ Y

NU Z 0U YK OZN KMOYZ GZOUT IGVVOTM U Z OZNOT LO K SOT ZKY DK K NGJ

UTJK L R LKKJHGIQ UT ZNK OTZK GIZO K YQORRY U QYNUVY OT ZNK IU YK ROQK 0A

OTZK V KZGZOUT GTJ Y Z OTM& DK K GRYU HKKT IUTTKIZOTM OZN U OTZK G YOZ

! VKK Y OZN G M U V L US U YUIOKZ GZZKTJOTM ZNK K CUIGZOUTGR

HYZKZ OIY GTJ TGKIURUM TZK KYZ 1G NK K K RKG TZ ZU OTYK Z :O KTGY

SGTGMK G TKUTGZGR KY YIOZGZOUT GTJ H YN V UT U UHYZKZ OI KSK MKTI

YQORRY& OQK U GIKHUUQ VGMK ZU YZG OTLU SKJ GHU Z U K IOZOTM VIUSOTM

K KTZY OTIR JOTM GRR U K OYOUT TOMNZY DUSKT Y KGRZN DKKQ GTJ SU K
!

UNSW MEDICAL MUSIC SOCIETY 
   Z Y HKKT GT K IOZOTM KG LU ZNK B D :KJOIGR : YOI UIOKZ YU LG GTJ

ZNK K Y RUZY SU K P YZ U TJ ZNK IU TK & .Y ZNOY OY OZZKT U INUO OY V KVG OTM

ZU YOTM GZ . I Y NOR 0NG OZ 0UTIK Z OT Z U TOMNZY OT Y VVU Z UL 0NORJ OLK GTJ

: YOI ANK GV GZ 0 G M U V NU ZNK ORR HK ZNKT OYOZOTM ZNK LURRU OTM

KKQ& ZNK B D :: S YOIOGTY NG K GR KGJ HKKT KRR KIKO KJ H ZNK

KYOJKTZY GZ OMOJOTK U YK OZN GTUZNK OYOZ VRGTTKJ GTJ UT ZNK ZN UL 7 TK

ZNK B D :KJOIGR INKYZ G ORR HK VK LU SOTM KKZNU KT Y SVNUT U& (

GTJ G COJKU GSK :KJRK GSUTM UZNK VOKIKY OT Y VVU Z UL ANK VOTGR

KZ U Q& U NKGJ U K ZU SSY TY & KKHR &IUS U U GIKHUUQ VGMK ZU HUUQ

ZOIQKZY LU ANK DOTZK 0UTIK Z U ZU LOTJ U Z SU K GHU Z NU U IGT HK

OT UR KJ OT U YUIOKZ c K J RU K ZU YKK U G U TJ   
!
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Erika Strazdins 

Women in Medicine Group, 
UNSW 

Building Your Career 
In Medicine 
You are more than your CV 

Medicine has always been a competitive world, but now there is 

increasing pressure to obtain secure employment and enter your 

medical specialties of choice. For some medical students, this is a 

real concern - What research should I do for my ILP to help me? How 

many training places are there in that program? What about jobs 

after? Even for those who are not actively pursuing their specialty 

of choice, it’s still at the back of your mind, with friends, family, 

doctors, and patients constantly asking ‘so what are you going to so 

what are you going to specialise in?” Indeed, career anxiety is a 

common and important phenomenon amongst junior doctors in 

Australia.1 

!

1!Soares!DS!Chan,!L.!Stress!and!wellbeing!of!junior!doctors!in!Australia:!a!comparison!with!American!doctors!
and!population!norms.!BMC!Medical!Education.!2016!Jul!19;16(1):183.!
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A common and constructive approach to coping with these pressures is 

by building your CV with experiences and skills such as conferences, 

courses, research, or leadership activities during medical school. 

While the professional world values these CV worthy achievements, they 

also value you as a person. Employers want to know more about you: 

1. Are you the sort of person they want to work with? 

2. Will you fit into the team? 

3. Are you the best person for the role?  

A CV cannot answer all of these questions. Therefore, most applications 

also have a section to address specific candidate criteria, and an 

interview. In these you want to be able to answer these important 

questions above, and show your strengths and personality. 

You are more than a CV 
 

      ‘Libero purus sodales mauris, eu 
vehicula lectus velit nec velit.’ 

 

The Women in Medicine Group and the Australian Medical Association recently 

held a hugely successful CV Building Workshop, and the following is general 

advice summarised from Ms Anita Fletcher, the careers advisor from the AMA.  

!
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One helpful strategy is to write your experiences down in a “CV Diary.” 

This is to record specific experiences which showcase your positive 

attributes and gives you dimension as a person. But where to start? 

 

Make your CV come to life and draw attention to things you are 

particularly proud of by:  

Recording an experience you had at one of your courses/conferences and 

how it changed you for the better 

Example: “Attending this conference helped me to understand the 

benefits of music therapy for geriatric patients. This especially 

resonated with me as I personally know the benefits of music, having 

played the flute for seven years. Feeling inspired, I organised a mini-

concert at a local nursing home with some of my friends. It was a huge 

success as the performers and audience had a fantastic time with music. 

We realised that music can go a long way to improving the health of 

elderly in the community.” 

This shows your extracurricular interests, self-directed learning, 

community spirit, teamwork, and initiative. Importantly, it is 

memorable and shows how you are as a person. 

Some other ideas for entries that bring your CV to life, linking your 

extraordinary personality to paper could include: 

Giving a background about one of your achievements and how it 

represented your efforts and strengths 

An experience you had in a community service role and how it showed 

your initiative and altruism 

Remember that entries in your diary don’t have to all relate to your long 

list of CV items. Some of the most important qualities that an!employer 

will want to know is how you act on a day to day basis.!
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Therefore, some of your strongest entries will reflect the 

wonderful person you are in everyday life. 

An experience that demonstrates how your daily actions show you 

are an asset to the workplace 

Example: “One morning I came into the clinic and noticed the clocks 

were an hour behind (daylight saving having finished the weekend 

before), and corrected them. My clinical placements have made me 

aware that time is crucial for planning management and recording, 

and I wanted the clinic to appear as professional as possible to 

patients. This was noticed by the reception staff, who were very 

grateful I had done this as it made their busy start to the morning 

just that little bit smoother.”  

This every day experience shows many strengths — observation, 

initiative, and being a team player. It shows that you are a great 

person to work with. 

Other daily experiences you could include:  

An example of a positive interaction with a patient that 

demonstrated your compassion, empathy, and ethics 

An instance of helping a member of nursing staff that demonstrated 

your teamwork, and initiative 

How you contributed to your team on a medical placement that 

demonstrated your commitment to patient care, and responsibility 

If you are looking for more ideas, think about what career you are 

aiming for. Different organisations will be looking for different 

qualities, and it is worth checking selection criteria of any you are 

aiming for, which are often published online (on specialty college 

websites) or available for similar jobs out there.  
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Benefits of a CV diary — future 
and now 
 

 

 

Undoubtedly, a CV diary can help you in the future, making it easier 

to draw on experiences to answer rigorous selection criteria, and 

have a bank of topics to talk about in your interview. 

In the short term, reflecting on the many things you do and how well 

you do them can be beneficial for building confidence. A CV diary 

gives you the opportunity to practice praising yourself and 

acknowledging your talents, efforts, and abilities. This is 

particularly pertinent to medicine, which has subpopulations in the 

profession with a poor sense of self and low self-esteem.2 In 

addition, female doctors are more vulnerable to negative self 

evaluations,3 and female medical students tend to undervalue their 

performance compared to their male counterparts3,4 even when they 

were assessed as out-performing them.4 However this lack of 

confidence may not be gender dependent, as it has been noted that 

both female and male surgical residents underestimate their 

performance when compared to external measures.5 Hence, 

addressing this lack of confidence and poor self-evaluation may be 

something relevant to both male and female medical students alike.  
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This becomes increasingly important considering the emerging evidence 

of mental distress in junior doctors in Australia. While this is a complex 

issue arising from many factors,6 one contribution may be self-doubt 

about personal abilities to meet the demands of specialty training and 

the profession in general. Indeed, in the 2013 National Mental Health 

Survey of Doctors and Medical Students, younger doctors reported a 

sense of low professional efficacy and high cynicism, which was 

associated with higher levels of burnout than in older doctors7. 

Reflecting on yourself in a positive light is a good habit to get into, in 

order to take steps to becoming more confident and building a strong 

sense of self efficacy. After all, you are a unique and talented person 

who will make an incredible doctor in future, and much more than your 

CV!  

 

Erika Strazdins (VI) 
Women in Medicine Group, UNSW 

2Johnson!WDK.!Predisposition!to!emotional!distress!and!psychiatric!illness!amongst!doctors:!the!role!of!unconscious!and!experiential!factors.!Br!J!Med!Psychol.!1991.!

3!Beyer!S.!The!effects!of!gender,!dysphoria,!and!performance!feedback!on!the!accuracy!of!selfVevaluations.!Sex!Roles.!2002!Nov!1;47(9V10):453V64.!

4!Lind!DS,!Rekkas!S,!Bui!V,!Lam!T,!Beierle!E,!Copeland!E3.!CompetencyVbased!student!selfVassessment!on!a!surgery!rotation.!Journal!of!Surgical!Research.!2002!Jun!1;105(1):31V4.!

5!Minter!RM,!Gruppen!LD,!Napolitano!KS,!Gauger!PG.!Gender!differences!in!the!selfVassessment!of!surgical!residents.!The!American!journal!of!surgery.!2005!Jun!30;189(6):647V
50.!

6!Soares!DS,!Chan!L.!Stress!and!wellbeing!of!junior!doctors!in!Australia:!a!comparison!with!American!doctors!and population norms. BMC Medical Education. 2016 Jul 
19;16(1):183. 

7!Beyond!Blue.!National!Mental!Health!Survey!of!Doctors!and!Medical!Students![Online].!2013![cited!25!May!2016].!Available!from:!
https://www.beyondblue.org.au/docs/defaultVsource/researchVprojectVfiles/bl1132VreportVVVnmhdmssVfullVreport_web.!

!
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THE RURAL DOCTOR 
!
By!Rachel!Wong!(II)!
!
!
!
!
!
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
!
!

Interviewing Dr Marshall  
!
For decades, the Australian government have been encouraging Australian-trained 
doctors to fill the gaps in shortages for rural health. When medical students consider 
this pathway and the opportunities it provides, it certainly provokes the question: What 
is it like being a doctor in rural Australia? 
 
Dr Marshall is here to provide his experience as a 54 year old rural GP with hospital 
admitting rights for obstetrics, anaesthetics and general admission.  
!
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1. Hi Dr Marshall, thank you for giving me the chance to talk to you today! 
Now I understand that you are currently living and working in Singleton, an 
urban town on the banks of the Hunter River in NSW. !
 
Tell me a bit about yourself. Have you always been in this area? 
!

Well, I was born in the UK but I moved to Australia with my parents when I 
was a baby. From there, I moved from Hobart to Melbourne to Sydney back 
to Melbourne and then back to Sydney. I spent most of my childhood in 
Sydney going to Randwick for primary school and then Turramurra for most 
of high school. 
 
I actually decided to settle in Singleton because my wife, Jenny, is from 
Moree and Singleton is roughly between Sydney and Moree.  

 
Q2. So what influenced your decision to choose rural medicine? 
 

I studied at Sydney University and did my placements in Sydney but as a 
junior doctor, I did a rural term in Scone. Following the experience in Scone, I 
planned my career around rural medicine for I highly enjoyed the diversity of 
practicing rural medicine and the rapport you were able to build with the 
patients. 

!
Q3. Could you describe to me your typical work week? 
!

Rural practice definitely allows for a broad range of practice, with a usual mix 
of elderly patients, patients with chronic diseases and children. I usually 
perform one anaesthetic list per week at the local hospital and am on call for 
the local hospital emergency department 1-2 days per month. 
 
It is also very busy because while working as a GP and completing an 
anaesthetic list there is also paper work, hospital visits and nursing home 
visits, I often end up working 50-60 hours a week despite trying to take ½ a 
day off during most weeks 
 

Q4. That sounds very strenuous! How do you manage to balance your work 
with your family and social life? 
!

Well, living in the community means I am only 5 minutes from work! The short 
travel time to work lets me spend more time with my three children and wife, 
especially when the kids went to the local primary school.  
 

Being involved in my children’s sports is definitely the best form of family bonding. 
But as they began to catch the hour bus ride to high school that meant less contact 
with them later on. I have also enjoyed team sports over the years including playing 
hockey and squash in the local competitions to balance out my work load.!
!
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Q5. Do you interact with your patients outside the clinic? 
!

Outside of work, most of our friends are like-minded professionals and mining 
executives. Some of these people are patients and we do continue to socialise with 
them. One of the other doctors and his family as well as the parents of our 
children’s friends remain our closest friends.  

!
Q6. Are there difficulties in treating your close friends? 
!

For standard treatment and medicine prescriptions, treating friends is not overly 
challenging. However, more sensitive issues like mental health can definitely have 
barriers in communication but with close friends, I am able to share certain 
experiences of my family to gain rapport.  

!
Q7. What has been your most interesting case?  
!

You do see quite a few intriguing cases in your career but the most interesting one 
for me was during a caesarean delivery where I was performing the anaesthetic. 
The mother developed a masseter spasm which was diagnosed as malignant 
hyperthermia susceptibility and I had to abandon the general anaesthetic and 
perform a spinal anaesthetic in response to her condition. 
 
After the operation, the specialist wrote to me “Congratulations, you saved her life.” 
Our families remain pretty close friends and the baby that I delivered is now my 
eldest daughter’s best friend! 
!

Q8. Wow. That is quite the case! Rural medical practice seems very stressful with 
the long hours of work. How do you cope with pressure and failure? 
!

I believe I work well under pressure and think others would agree. But at times 
when the workload is too much, the stress to complete it can cause headaches 
and fatigue. I try to take a break from things by spending time with my family and 
going cycling to help me relax. I am also the type of individual who creates a 
realistic to do list which I can act accordingly to.  
 
I handle failure by attempting to recognise it and learn from my mistakes. I always 
teach that failure/error should be the first thought if things are not going right. 
 

Q9. You have told me why you chose rural medicine but what motivates you to 
continue as a doctor? 
!

Like all jobs, there are mundane parts. However, interacting with people and the 
variety of work makes the job enjoyable. Especially in obstetrics, looking after up to 
4 generations from the same family is also enjoyable for it allows me to have a 
strong understanding of the family’s background and feel better equipped to help 
them.  
 
Paying my children’s university fees is also a factor! 
  

!
!
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!

!
 

 
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
! !

Q10. Thank you for your time, Dr Marshall. Do you have anything else to add 
for those interested in studying rural medicine? 
!

To all medical students… 
!

• Enjoy your career and life and consider money secondary to that.  
 

• Avoid the culture of escalating materialism in medicine. Something I only 
partially succeeded in avoiding. 

 
• Obtain variety in your work and life and enjoy the rapport with patients as 

this is often more rewarding than treating their disease. 
!
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The unintended effects of using public health campaigns in preventative medicine. 
 

By Sophie Worsfold (Year II Medicine) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The newborn symbolises life. It draws all eyes to its scrunched- up paws; it inspires 
mystique and hope. Fresh from the womb, the baby in this image is yet to be 
exposed to advertisements like the one it features in. This is from the 1993 AIDS 
campaign and it raises awareness about how HIV can be acquired via vertical 
transmission. Its intact umbilical cord serves to presage the burden of disease which 
the baby shall carry for the entirety of its life. 
 



!
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For centuries, governments and other social institutions like the fashion brand, 
United Colors Of Benetton, have used communication strategies in the service of 
public health. These mediated commercial messages aim to influence the beliefs 
and attitudes of communities- for instance, they aim to ‘sell’ certain health- promoting 
practices like the wearing of condoms or how HIV- positive pregnant women should 
take antiretroviral therapy to prevent viral transmission to their children. 
 
Reminiscent of the ancient exhortations to overcome vices such as gluttony, sloth 
and lust, appealing to one’s personal responsibility is ubiquitous in today’s public 
health campaigns. Nonetheless, these messages may imply that illnesses result 
from a failure to adopt a ‘responsible’ lifestyle and that individuals who then behave 
irresponsibly will become a burden to their family or society. For people with these 
illnesses, then, the public health messages may reinforce self- blame and a stigma 
that is accordingly formed when people are held morally accountable for their 
behaviour. In response to this ideology, a British study reveals how individuals with 
lung cancer said they were ashamed of having the illness because the disease is 
associated with the culpability of smokers, and some even reported hiding their 
illness or not seeking support (Aruffo, Coverdale & Vallbona, 1991). Currently, the 
World Health Organisation is advocating for films which involve cigarette smoking to 
have an adult rating as well as the showing of anti-smoking advertisements at the 
beginning of the picture to eliminate the recruitment of new young smokers who 
supposedly initiate the practice after being exposed to on- screen smoking. 

 
Although this strategy may reduce the incidence of smoking, public health 
campaigners must also consider the detrimental effect it may have on smokers’ lives. 
‘Faces’ of campaigns- like the wrinkled baby’s- may be used to represent the groups 
at risk of acquiring a condition, but by associating behaviour that may lead to 
acquiring a disease with the people who tend to engage with this behaviour, such 
groups as HIV’s sex workers and homosexual men have become the materials for 
stereotypes, labels and social stigma. Rather than reinforce, we need to reduce 
social disparities so that target populations will confidently access healthcare and not 
feel vilified by society. Be conscious of how different public health campaigns may be 
interpreted by different social groups; in a diverse nation like Australia, it is 
impossible to never offend, but striving to understand and overcome the reason why 
particular people may take offence is where the challenge lies. 
 
Aruffo, J. F., Coverdale, J. H., & Vallbona, C. (1991). AIDS knowledge in low-income and minority 
populations. Public Health Reports, 106(2), 115. 
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I AM A MED STUDENT, AND THIS IS MY DAY 
!Renu!Chandra!(Graduated)!(*This!was!written!during!author’s!first!year!of!medicine)!
 

 

 
 
 

The!alarm!rings!
And!shatters!my!tympanic!membrane!
I!stumble!out!of!bed!for!uni!again!
!!
My!synapses!are!clogged!with!sleep!
And!the!lecturer!sounds!like!a!pan!systolic!murmur!
I!pray!that!diffusion!of!knowledge!would!occur!
!!
Interest!drains!likes!nutrients!in!a!placenta!!!!!
When!suddenly!a!Simpson’s!video!is!on!
Rapid!eye!movements!are!gone!!
!!
After!lunch!I!climb!106!steps!
As!coffee!aromas!activate!my!olfactory!system!
I!can’t!wait!for!fun!anatomy!lessons!
!!
Unexpectedly!our!pupils!lock!from!a!distance!
I!feel!a!tug!at!my!chordae!tendineae!
Music!plays;!best!part!of!the!day!
!!
Then!I!meet!patients!at!the!hospital!
And!experience!tachycardia!taking!histories!
How!I’ll!manage!in!the!future!is!a!mystery!
!!
But!one!day!I’ll!be!ready!to!save!your!life!
1!sem!down,!and!11!more!to!go!
My!medical!knowledge!developing!like!an!embryo!!
 
!
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Jessica Luo (Year I Medicine)  
Prior to the 1920’s, contraception was male-controlled, options 
available being condoms, vasectomy, abstinence and withdrawal. The 
first female contraceptive, the female condom was made available in the 
early 1900s. However, it was the female birth contraceptive pill that 
sparked a revolution. The emergence of this hormone pill liberated 
women from the burden of unwanted pregnancy; women gained the 
autonomy critical to pursuing long-term career commitments. This did 
not happen overnight: approved by the FDA in 1960, access by 
unmarried women was not legalized in the US until 1972. Nonetheless, 
the right to choose was empowering and a key tool in the fight for equal 
rights. Since the 2000’s, the developed society has witnessed rapid 
expansion in contraception options available to women including the 
IUD, hormonal patches, the vaginal ring and Plan B. With this in mind, it 
is almost inexplicable that no new male contraception method has been 
released in the past 300 years. This article seeks to determine the 
sources of this inertia and its global implications.  

Supply  
The difficulty of attaining progress was witnessed in 2010, when a 
Phase III trial by the WHO was ended prematurely when the risk of side 
effects was judged to outweigh the benefits. Reported side effects were 
most commonly acne, increased libido, mood changes, depression and 
muscle aches, the same as those of the female contraceptive pill.!

The 
Female 
Pill 
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It would have been unethical to use a placebo in this study due to 
chances of unintended pregnancy and thus it is difficult to gauge the 
definitive effects of the drug. However, the drug itself was shown to be 
effective in 98.4% of men in preventing pregnancy. Another ethical 
problem lies in the justification of side effects in males when no direct 
health benefits are gained, or no pregnancy related health risks are 
averted. Furthermore, pharmaceutical companies are wary of the 
saturation of the market in developed countries and the risk of offering a 
product that would substitute existing contraceptives. 
 
Demand  
In a survey published in the Human Reproduction journal, 55% of the 
participants over 9 countries were willing to try a hormonal male 
contraceptive, in Australia this number rose to 75.4%. Similarly, Human 
Reproduction published findings that 70% of women over 4 countries 
were satisfied with the concept of the male pill. Clearly, a demand exists- 
rightfully so, given the 22% failure rate of withdrawal and 18% failure 
rate of the condom after one year typical use.  

A study conducted by Cornell University showed over a million 
American births each year were unintended by men. The introduction of 
an effective male pill, which basically exists today, would ultimately give 
men control over reproduction. It would not only prevent the financial 
burden of child support, it would be of relief to the mother, lightening the 
often disproportionate burden of care for an unwanted child, the burden 
of choice of her situation and sharing burden of adhering to birth control 
itself. Once released in India, RISUG could be available for as little as 
$10. It is forecasted to contribute to the Indian contraceptive market's 
17% growth through 2021, according to a report last year from 
Pharmacy Consultants, based near New Delhi. Only 6% of couples in 
India use condoms due to social stigma and the cost barrier, 
exacerbating issues of poverty and public health. The World Health 
Organisation also predicted that in 2014, 225 million women in 
developing countries had an unmet need for contraception, with the 
occurrence of 74 million unintended pregnancies. The introduction of a 
cheap long lasting injection has the potential to promote contraception 
use, potentially reducing maternal and infant mortality and improving 
women’s’ economic and education outcomes.  

!
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Pharmaceutical companies are reticent in approaching this area due to high 
risk and liability and low perceived profitability, it is often non-profit 
organisations and government agencies that can to bypass economic 
problems and support research for equitable purposes. Ultimately, the 
release of a male pill would address a severe unmet need for contraception 
and be conducive to a shift in the burden of contraception between women 
and men.  

!
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!
Four months have passed and I can still 
remember looking out into the distance and 
seeing a crowd of patients squatting on the 
ground as they waited patiently under the 
scorching Cambodian sun to see a doctor. 
More than anything, I can hear the babies’ wails, 
smell the scent of human sweat mingling with 
the ceaseless dust, and feel the weight of babies 
too small for their ages laying placid in my arms.   
 
For two weeks this past January, I joined a team 
called Volunteers Around the World (VAW) on 
a medical outreach to Siem Reap, Cambodia. 
Our team of twenty-one university students from 
three different universities (UNSW, USyd and 
SBU) set up mobile clinics in villages wherever 
and whenever we could.  
Abandoned car repair shops, backyards of village 
elders, school playgrounds and old temples 
became the centres from which we offered our 
services.  
 
Together we were able to help 774 patients by 
giving them treatment, medications and 
diagnosis that they would otherwise have to go to 
great lengths to obtain.  
 
I went into this outreach expecting to make a 
difference in people’s lives, not fully expecting 
the impact it would have on my own. Here are 
some stories of the people I met along the way. 
!

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I remember this first girl quite well because she 
came in complaining of acne. As I prepared to 
write the topical medication for acne, the doctor I 
was shadowing started speaking to her in rapid 
Khmer.   
 
She responded with single-syllabled answers, her 
eyes downcast, clearly hiding something.  
I sat in silence and observed her becoming 
intensely more vocal and distraught, until the 
doctor held up a hand to stop her. The doctor 
looked over at me and asked if I still thought she 
came in for acne today.  
 
I replied, “No.” 
 
He quickly scribbled on the prescription pad, but 
instead of handing her back the form, he passed 
it over to me. It was for Gynomax 1-0-1/3d. It 
was not acne for which she sought treatment, but 
for a sexually transmitted disease. He asked me 
to purchase the medication and to be discreet.  
 
She was pregnant from the ‘boyfriend’ she was 
arranged to be marry in a few weeks’ time. A 
sixteen-year old girl was about to be a mom and 
a wife.  
I watched her walk away with an official 
prescription for acne and the Gynomax tucked 
safely inside her pocket.  
!

THE VOICES OF CAMBODIA 
By Yuri Nwe (II) 
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Another day I was on the intake station where I 
had to interview people with the help of a Khmer 
translator. One patient stuck to me particularly, 
because she had come to the clinic on the back 
of a motorbike. She was also 92 years old.  
She sat down slowly on the intake bench and I 
proceeded to take a history from her.  
 
When I asked her how many children she had 
given birth to; she replied, “thirteen.” 
I nodded and asked her, “How many of your 
children are still alive?” 
She swallowed and said, “One.”  
Under cause of death, I shakily wrote down ‘Pol 
Pot regime.”  
 
I could not even begin to fathom how much grief 
and pain this woman had experienced to have 12 
out of 13 of her children killed in front of her 
and to have only her youngest live since the 
child was growing undetected in her womb.   
But there she was, sitting in front of me, talking 
about the children she fiercely loved and could 
have raised -  as if her loss was just another 
simple fact of life.! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
On my last day at the pharmacy station, I read 
the script for a patient who needed Panadol and 
cough medicine. While packing the medications 
up, I saw that he had presented with a cough, 
fever, night sweats and weight loss – symptoms 
that pointed towards tuberculosis. As I finally 
handed over the bag of prescriptions, I glanced 
over at the patient. He was a young boy of barely 
three years ago curled in his mother’s lap.!
Scribbled on his past medical history – 
tuberculosis. 
!

And then it dawned on me – this child had 
already been through a full round of anti-TB 
drugs. The boy had already been subjected to the 
nausea, vomiting, night chills and unrelenting 
coughs of TB, and all within the first years of 
life. Yet, here he was, back with the same 
symptoms. I felt absolutely helpless. Anti-TB 
medication could only be bought at state-run 
pharmacies in the city, which were at least a 
two-hour truck ride away. The best thing I could 
do - as I watched the mother walk home - was to 
pray for his fever to subside.  
 
There were nights after a long day out in the 
villages when I couldn’t sleep thinking about 
what would happen to all these patients. VAW 
does an excellent job of including the local 
community and medical staff to make sure 
patients receive medical care after we leave, but 
the fact that so many people needed more help 
than we could provide was beyond unsettling. I 
began to realize that medicine was not as clear-
cut as I had imagined it to be.  
 
But the infuriation at the unfairness of it all was 
surprisingly invigorating. There was so much 
more that can be done, that should be done and 
as doctors, we have a chance to be in the thick of 
things, working towards making a real 
difference.  
Out there, receiving proper medical care could 
literally mean the difference between life and 
death – a fact that reinforces my passion for 
medicine and desire to pursue a life around it. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
(Photo credits: Steven Chow)!


